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Our Vision: Total Exchange will be World’s Largest Crypto Commerce and DeFi Market
I am Bobby Singh, an aspiring hard-working entrepreneur, technologist, and philanthropist solving global issues
through emerging technologies such as blockchain and digital currencies. It is important to point to what this innovation stands for: a global paradigm shift from data silos and monopolies to interoperability and interconnection. This
new paradigm will not just change how we exchange money or conduct commerce, but also positively impact how we
exchange value in realms of finance, government, and real-world assets. I founded Total Exchange on the mission to
help global commerce in an entirely revolutionary way. Centralized third-party approaches can be replaced by
peer-to-peer public networks of digital currencies that help remove borders and other barriers in a borderless economy of tomorrow, securely and compliantly.
We built Total Exchange on three of the fastest growing trends: e-commerce, digital currencies and decentralized
finance. Our Tex Market continues to advance an open ecosystem that promotes sustainable and transparent
commerce. Tex Market is not for a single country or even a continent. Rather, it is a global, borderless marketplace
that prides on financial inclusion, security, and trust. As humanity continues to evolve and grow there is continuing
need for efficient commerce and value transfer. As demand for products and services increases with constrained
supply chains, digital technologies are playing an increasing role in strengthening trade. Blockchain, cryptocurrencie
send decentralized finance can provide tremendous support in revolutionizing commerce for participants seeking
transparency and efficiency. Tex Market provides a borderless level-playing field to everyone. And by everyone, I
mean everyone, even the forgotten unbanked and marginalized communities that can never be mainstreamed in a
traditional economic system restricted by borders.
We recently launched TexPay and TexDeFi, our self-hosted payment processing and DeFi Services dApp. Users can
now transact select digital currencies at 0% cost for buyers and sellers across Tex Market. We invite our community
to support Total Exchange’s journey in positively impacting and innovating crypto commerce, together.
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1.0

Capturing the Paradigm Shift in Global Commerce
Total Exchange believes that blockchain and digital currencies have the potential to transform commerce
similarly to how the internet transformed communication. With the explosive market development of blockchain
and digital currencies, marketplaces and exchanges have evolved to be one of the most important gate keepers
of the industry. These emerging technologies have enormous implications for revolutionizing products, services
and commerce in ways we have not yet imagined. What’s important is not just the underlying technologies but
what this innovation stands for: a global paradigm shift from data silos and monopolies to interoperability and
interconnection. This new paradigm will not just change how we exchange money or conduct commerce, but it
will also impact how we exchange value in realms of finance, commerce, government, and real-world assets.
Total Exchange realizes the enormous potential to innovate, serve and positively impact commerce while accelerating global blockchain and crypto adoption. In this new paradigm, Total Exchange is committed to providing
value and impact to global commerce by launching our Total Exchange Platform: the next-generation blockchain
and crypto-ecosystem for goods marketplace, digital assets and fintech services. https://market.total.exchange/
Total Exchange Marketplace
is an innovative, multi-vendor ecosystem that enables users to fulfil a variety of crypto and e-commerce needs
in one intuitive and integrated experience.
The Blockchain revolution is here and this new paradigm represents the transfer of digital money and new
decentralized business model that shifts from data silos to interoperability in ecosystems. In relation to previous
paradigms, we believe blockchain and digital currencies have the fastest potential for deployment and adoption.
Innovation, passion and persistence will be the driving factors for organizations to disrupt and scale in this paradigm. The cryptocurrency and initial coin offerings (ICO) craze that took hold in 2017—followed by a deep crash
and movements toward regulation— has not curtailed the enthusiasm of building next-generation organizations.
This enthusiasm points to the mainstreaming of token- driven business models that are enabled by a blockchain
to network, finance and capture digital opportunities.
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Evolution of Transactions
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Globally, we are still relatively early in the overall blockchain and cryptocurrency adoption curve. The industry
continues to go through various iterations as new products and services impact every facet of global commerce.
In our view, this will push the limits at the protocol level-from scalability, interoperability and privacy to create the
next-generation of impactful applications. At Total Exchange, we continue to innovate, improve the overall user
experience and provide meaningful blockchain services to consumers, investors and community enthusiasts.
Modern commerce is burdened with complex and fragmented networks with an antiquated recording, clearing &
settlement process that is often slow, cumbersome, and includes multiple intermediaries. This results in redundant, inefficient and manually reconciled processes to complete a single transaction. For the first time in history,
a decentralized, immutable technology exists on a global scale, eliminating the need for intermediaries, complex
auditing processes, and long settlement times. Additionally, the transaction lifecycle with the blockchain ledger
provides a high degree of accountability with built-in timestamping and immutability. Total Exchange envisions
decentralized, secure and compliant transactions to revolutionize global commerce backed by blockchain and
digital currencies. The digital ledger of transactions lacks a central control point of failure. The core strengths of
blockchain (shared ledger, immutability and security) bring the promise of reduced transaction costs and streamlined processes to the industry, benefiting ecommerce, supply chains, and overall data and financial transactions.
We have launched an innovative, next-generation commerce platform that increases trust and transparency for
all participants in our community. Trust is the foundation on top of which all financial services are built. Additionally, we look forward to boosting liquidity of overall platform, enhance market depth, and advance blockchain infrastructure to support global commerce. Total Exchange puts the community first and vows to be as transparent as
possible. Our best-in-world customer experience is at the forefront of our vision for the Total Exchange platform.
Post Token Sale, we will restore full functionality and compliance support for our Total Exchange community with
TEX token liquidity, redemption and transactions on the marketplace.
At Total Exchange, we have built an accessible global ecosystem designed to revolutionize online, cross-border
commerce. We envision a globally connected marketplace for digital assets, physical goods and unique financial
services based on explosive rise in blockchain applications, digital currencies and continued growth in e-commerce. Digital marketplaces are evolving, and the future belongs to organizations that can stay ahead of the
curve. Total Exchange is embracing once in a lifetime market opportunity by converging B2B, B2C and P2P
online commerce with the crypto payment economy.
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2.0
Benefits to Global Commerce Powered by Total Exchange
Increases Efficiency in Global Trade: As globalization continues, Total Exchange aims to be borderless, decentralized and secure platform without merchant fees or consumer costs.
Faster Cross-Border Transactions: Total Exchange transactions support instantaneous settlement with cryptocurrencies and stablecoins globally.
Removes Friction and Inefficiencies: Intermediaries such as Visa, PayPal, banks etc. charge 1-5% in fees to be the
trusted intermediary with added friction- not necessary now with Total Exchange’s TexPay gateway.
Accelerates Crypto Adoption: Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin are becoming the internet currency with wide
acceptance for goods and services.
Mitigates Volatility with stablecoins: Merchants that wish to have all benefits of cryptocurrencies without the risk
in pricing and volatility can adopt stablecoins in transactions.
Increases Financial Inclusivity: Banking the “unbanked” and “underbanked”- Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies enable
anyone to be their own bank, with self-custody solutions and participation in global commerce.
Enhances Security and Data Privacy: Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies are the evolution in digital money with inherent
privacy and encryption in transactions.
Increases Data Transparency: Blockchain ledger acts as the “master” ledger with built in audit trail for enhanced
transparency for transactions and commerce.
Increases Liquidity in Goods: Asset Tokenization via blockchain allows goods that previously suffered from low
liquidity to have increased liquidity, fractional ownership and secondary markets for enhanced price discovery.
Decreases Fraudulent Transactions: Counterfeits and transaction chargebacks are mitigated with increased
transparency in supply chains, payments and documentation.
Self-Sovereignty Identity and Money: Blockchain enables self-sovereign identity and cryptocurrencies enable
self-sovereign money.

E-Commerce and Crypto are the Fastest Growing Global Opportunities:
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3.0
Total Exchange Ecosystem and Lines of Businesses
Ecosystems are gateways that reduce the friction customers encounter when they have to switch between
related services. Total Exchange users can acquire a variety of products and services by having access to a
single platform. Ecosystems use network effects that give companies a strategic scale advantage. We intend
to provide ancillary services, platform loyalty rewards and referral rewards to expand our network effects while
enhancing our core offerings.

The following are core business lines of services offered as part of our ecosystem:

Tokenized Assets

TEX Marketplace
Crypto and Goods
Marketplace backed by
secure and compliant
commerce

Tokenize
assets across secureties,
real estate, and private
equity to unlock
liquidity and efficiency.

Secure, compliant,
user-friendly platform
supporting trading and
investing services for
digital assets.

Decentralized
Financial Services
Inclusing crypto lending
platform backed by
secure and audited
smart contracts

Digital Asset Exchange

De-Fi Services

Empower enterprises
and regulators in
adopting blockchain
solutions that positively
inpacts society.

Project launch and
Liquidity support for
impactful blockchain
projects and teams.

IEO Launchpad

Accelerate
consumer and
enterprise adoption by
promoting blockchain
and crypto backed
commerce using Total
Exchange Lines of
Businesses

Global Consultancy

Marketing Agency
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Crypto and Goods Marketplace: Multi-vendor marketplace backed by blockchain and digital currencies
supporting robust, secure, and compliant global commerce.
Digital Asset Exchange Services: Liquidity pool for marketplace with additional support to trade cryptocurrencies and non-fungible tokens (NFTs) with lowest trading fees in the industry.
Global Consultancy: Provide value-add technical and digital media solutions for enterprises and regulators in implementing blockchain and crypto functionalities in everyday processes.
IEO Launchpad: Invest and support competent projects pushing forward in the blockchain and cryptocurrency space ensuring opportunity, transparency and compliance for both participants and projects.
Custodian Services: Digital asset custodial and concierge services for institutions, family offices and
high net worth clients.
Asset Tokenization Services: Digitize and tokenize traditionally illiquid assets in enterprise and
consumer applications such as real estate, private equity, and luxury collectibles.
Decentralized Finance (De-Fi) Offerings: Crypto lending and financial inclusion for all secured by
compliant and audited smart contracts De-Fi platform.

4.0
Initial Exchange Offering (IEO) of TEX Token
Total Exchange is pleased to announce our decision to pursue TEX Initial Exchange Offering that maximizes our
community trust and long-term project success. We believe that a thriving, empowering community in an
open-source, decentralized mission is crucial for project success. Total Exchange token offering integrates
proper token governance, community incentive structure and industry best practices to ensure all project
milestones are effectively completed. The core of the Total Exchange Ecosystem is an ERC-20 compliant TEX
utility and payment token. The native TEX token provides several crucial benefits designed to power the Total
Exchange ecosystem with network-wide scalability and limited friction.

TEX is the official, native and official cryptocurrency for Total Exchange Ecosystem
TEX facilitates instant, crypto settlement in global commerce
TEX facilitates fee-less transactions between consumers and vendors
TEX facilitates smart contract commerce by uniquely identifying products and authenticity
TEX loyalty rewards are allocated to marketplace users’ wallets
TEX gateway mitigates exposure of Personally Identifying Information (PII) in commerce
TEX leverages token distribution model to build a diversified community of stakeholders
TEX is rewarded to early adopters in growing, scaling and optimizing the health of the network
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Native and Official
Cryptocurrency for Total
Exchange Ecosystem
Fee-less
Marketplace
Transaction

TEX

Crypto Rewards on
Purchases with TEX
direct to Digital Wallet

TEX Token Powers the
World’s Largest Crypto
Marketplace.
Instant and Secure Crypto
Payment settlement

Smart contract commerce
to uniquely identify
products and authenticity
Trading discounts and
exclusive Marketplace
Offers to Token Holders

Leverage token distribution
model to build a robust
community network

Mitigates Personally
Identifying Information (PII)
on Marketplace Transactions

Token Sale Governance and Milestone Contingencies:
Total Exchange will pursue a dedicated IEO framework that ensures proper project governance and
community involvement. We are pleased to announce our decision to pursue a tiered, milestone based IEO
offering that maximizes overall community trust and transparency. Our goal is to develop and sustain a
vibrant community of stakeholders, vendors, consumers and traders. Unfortunately, it is our observation
that a number of projects in the space have failed to deliver on their promises, often with experimental and
unrealistic use cases. Consequently, investor and user trust is breached while limiting competent and
sincere projects from truly realizing their full potential. We believe our tiered and milestone-based
approach is viable solution to manage stakeholder expectations and project vision.
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Total Exchange IEO Summary Sheet:
Token Symbol
Token Name
Token Description
Token Type
Token Function

TEX
Total Exchange Token
TEX Powers the World’s Largest Crypto Market for Goods & Services
Ethereum ERC20 Standard
Payment/Utility for Goods, Services and Smart Contract Commerce

Ancillary Function

Proposal for Staking Rewards in Progress

USD Price/Token

~$ 0.09 USD (without factoring bonus)

Total Token Supply
Tokens Unsold

200M Capped
Retained for Reserves

IEO Soft Cap

$ 1 M USD

IEO Hard Cap

$ 5 M USD

Presale Bonus

25%

Accepted Currencies

ETH

Whitelist

Yes

Exchange(s) Considered
Preferred Wallet(s)

Uniswap, Binance, Huobi, Coinbase
Metamask and Trust Wallet
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TEX Token Distribution

40%

20%

15%

Token Sale

Reserve Wallet

Staking/Rewards

13%

10%

2%

Operations Wallet

Total Exchange Team

Bounties/ Airdrop

5.0 Total Exchange Consolidated Roadmap
Completed

In Progress

Tex Market launched scalable E-Commerce platform

Tex Token Sale and Initial Liquidity Offering

TexPay launched Deﬁ-crypto payments platform

Uniswap and DEX Listings and Pools

Tex Crypto Gift Cards launched for over 200 Brands

Tex Deﬁ: Staking Services and Rewards

Tex Market launched multi-vendor tools

Smart Contracts & DeFi Commerce
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6.0
TexDeFi Services
TexPay and Tex Market tackle two of the most important pillars of DeFi- Payments and Marketplaces. As we launched Total
Exchange, we set out to make cryptocurrencies universally accessible and unlock efﬁcient global commerce. We extended
our vision to include Lightning Network integration that ensures scalability and near-free payments on Tex Market purchases. As a DeFi project, we will continue to accelerate decentralized payments, marketplaces and banking services. The cryptocurrency space in particular and the ﬁntech space in general is now abuzz with the arrival of the latest technological
sensation that might shape the future of commerce: Decentralized Finance or simply DeFi. Without getting into too much
wordiness or complexity, let us ﬁrst deﬁne what DeFi actually is.
What is DeFi?
DeFi or Decentralized Finance is quite simply the provision of automated ﬁnance to people around the world. Normally a
bank or a traditional institution services consumers’ needs on ﬁnancial services like loans, mortgage, insurance or a simple
savings account. However, banks can be difﬁcult to deal with and demand unreasonable collaterals and what not. Not to
mention, inefﬁciencies and the red tape is just too much to deal with sometimes. Banks are also limited by liquidity issues,
geographical positioning and lack of digital penetration in their technology and operations. There is a serious opportunity
to disrupt the sector with innovative solutions. DeFi leverages the capability of blockchain networks like Ethereum and
others to provide automated ﬁnance opportunities directly between transacting partners without the need of a middleman like a bank. Smart contracts are ultimately used to achieve this useful feature, enabling automated settlements of
agreements if certain clauses are met without involvement of a guarantor which is generally the position taken by a
traditional ﬁnancial institution. This smart contract option can be used to create self-executing applications called decentralized applications or dApps in short. DeFi has come out to become the biggest use case of dApps in recent times, generating deep interest across ﬁntech circles. In a lending use case, as a lender and borrower agree on conditions for ﬁnance,
they can write and sign on a smart contract and their collaterals and conditions will be locked in a transparent self-executing program. Whenever one of the transacting parties needs to end the contract to get access to their funds, he/she can
simply fulﬁll the obligations of the contract. This happens automatically and it cannot be cancelled, delayed or subverted
by any of the transacting parties.
Key values of DeFi:
o Transparency in Code on the blockchain for anyone to verify
o Global accessibility to DeFi services and commerce- requiring just internet connectivity
o Interoperability with other applications within the DeFi ecosystem
o Decentralized Governance that ensures fair, honest and equitable decision making
Why does DeFi have a lot of potential?
The DeFi ﬁnancial contracts are fair and execute in stone-cold accuracy and according to its original intention. Service
providers set their own rates and compete with each other to bring the rates down and target service seekers from all over
the globe unlimited by geography or other territorial issues. This decentralized, borderless nature of ﬁnance seems like
something out of a science ﬁction novel or a futuristic possibility, however, we are in the realm of these services right now.
DeFi dApps allow you to create USD-pegged coins aka stablecoins and lend money out to people based on your existing
crypto, exchange one asset for another and innovate with fully automated complex trading strategies. Currently, there are
more than $10 billion worth of crypto locked in DeFi contracts and increasing daily. The rapid adoption of DeFi suggests the
demand for innovative solutions that are globally accessible, secure and transparent. Total Exchange continues to observe
and provide DeFi solutions that strengthen commerce on the Tex Marketplace.
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Digital Currency Solutions for Online Commerce: Total Exchange’s TexPay
TexPay: Official Payment Gateway of Total Exchange
TexPay is Total Exchange’s self-hosted, secure and automated invoicing system and payment gateway.
When checking out, the customer is presented with a unique invoice. Each time, a different address is tied to
a particular invoice, so there is no address re-use. TexPaytracks the lifecycle of the invoice through the
blockchain and informs Total Exchange merchants on order confirmations accordingly. Payments via TexPay
are direct, peer to peer without transaction or processing fees. By developing TexPay as part of the ecosystem, our merchants and are avoiding fees that all payment processors have (monthly subscription/fees per
transaction usually 2-6%). Absence of third-party processing fees allows merchants on Total Exchange to
competitive pricing of products and the ability to attract more consumers on the platform.
Data Privacy: TexPay’s transaction data is shared only between two parties - the buyer and the merchant.
Other payment processors such as PayPal or BitPay share and collect user data with other parties, making it
difficult to comply with privacy law regulations like GDPR. It is our understanding based on independent
research that PayPal shares data with over 600 companies. TexPay ensures the IP address is not leaked and
the buyer data is not shared with any third party in any way. Additionally, each invoice in TexPay has a different receiving address, which means there is no address re-use, improving overall privacy significantly.

TexPay and Bitcoin Lightning Network Compatibility
The Lightning Network is a decentralized system for instant, high-volume micropayments that removes the
risk of delegating custody of funds to trusted third parties. TexPay has been following the development of
the Bitcoin Lightning Network and foresees the future of payments, especially micropayments on Total
Exchange through the Lightning Network. We have been experimenting with our own Lightning nodes and
have released the payments status to production as part of TexPay. The following benefits realized from
using TexPay are sourced from the official Lightning Network whitepaper.
Instant Payments: Bitcoin aggregates transactions into blocks spaced ten minutes apart. Payments
are widely regarded as secure on bitcoin after confirmation of six blocks, or about one hour. On the
Lightning Network, payments don't need block confirmations, and are instant and atomic. Lightning
can be used at retail point-of-sale terminals, with user device-to-device transactions, or anywhere
instant payments are needed.
Micropayments: New markets, transactions and commerce can be opened on Total Exchange Market
with the possibility of micropayments. Lightning enables one to send funds down to 0.00000001
bitcoin without custodial risk. The bitcoin blockchain currently enforces a minimum output size many
hundreds of times higher, and a fixed per-transaction fee which makes micropayments impractical.
Lightning allows minimal payments denominated in bitcoin, using actual bitcoin transactions.
Scalability: The Bitcoin network will need to support orders of magnitude higher transaction volume to
meet demand from automated payments. The coming increase in internet-connected devices needs a
platform for machine-to-machine payments and automated micropayment services. Lightning Network
transactions are conducted on the blockchain without delegation of trust and ownership, allowing users
to conduct nearly unlimited transactions between other devices.
We believe that Lightning Network integration with TexPay will serve our consumers with fast, no-fee and
secure transactions for micropayments. All payments under $10 of value on the marketplace will predominantly route via the Lightning Network and higher transactional amounts will use on-chain payments.
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7.0 TexPay Solves Global Payments

TexDeFi and Staking
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8.0
Total Exchange Crypto and Goods Marketplace Overview:
Multi-Vendor Marketplace with Independent Stores and No Fee Model: Similar to Amazon, Alibaba,
Shopify and Ebay- Total Exchange gives new vendors a customized storefront while providing direct
support, chat features and crypto-payment gateways to their customers. No Fees are charged for
vendors to sell their products and services.
Frontend Dashboards for Vendors and Customers: Access to a dynamic frontend dashboard and
analytics that allows easy management of product inventory including sales, orders, discounts, coupons,
and more.
Multi-Payment Gateways in both Crypto and FIAT: Transact with Total Exchange’s native TexPay gateway and TEX token and receive crypto-back loyalty rewards and no-fee transactions. Additional access
to built-in Coinbase Commerce and various non-crypto payment gateways including Alipay, Paypal, Stripe
and others.
Automated Shipping Management for Each Store: Streamlined shipping management for vendors with
ShipStation integration and Zone wise shipping features.
Vendor Review Management: Verified customers can review vendors and respective products ensuring
trust and reliability on the Total Exchange marketplace.
Vendor Chat and Ticketed Support: Customers can directly inquire and chat with the vendor communication portal. Additional ticket support can be managed in the vendor dashboard.
Vendor Review Management: Verified customers can review vendors and respective products ensuring
trust and reliability on the Total Exchange marketplace.
Vendor Chat and Ticketed Support: Customers can directly inquire and chat with the vendor communication portal. Additional ticket support can be managed in the vendor dashboard.

We are collaborating with Luxury Ledger to support supply chain integrations with mid-tier and enterprise
level brands.Luxury Ledger is a leading startup in blockchain, supply chain and IoT space to ensure trust,
transparency and traceability in consumer goods. We intend to incentivize and fully scale our community and
marketplace with product selection and customer service that rivals Amazon, Alibaba, eBay and niche marketplaces. Our community approach values inclusivity with additional demographic emphasis on Millennials and
Generation Z users. Our strategic plan ensures blockchain and crypto-backed commerce providing transactional trust, transparency and traceability.
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9.0
Total Exchange Digital Asset Exchange Overview
The emergence of digital assets, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum and other cryptocurrencies signal a fundamental
change in the way value is transferred globally. Digital currencies are the first true global asset class, where
anyone in the world can distribute value without limiting intermediaries.The concepts of money and value
transfer have been evolving since primitive societies adopted shells and stones for monetary exchange, but the
concept of digital money has been sought after for as long as there’s been an internet and peer-to-peer
networking capabilities to drive its development.
Total Exchange supports the increasing market demand for cryptocurrency trading connecting primary and
secondary markets to the global cryptocurrency ecosystem. The digital asset exchange will service two main
functions: (1) provide liquidity for digital currencies on Total Exchange Marketplace and (2) provide trading
services to clients in venture capital, hedge funds, institutions and retail investors. We will help in facilitating
capital injection to ensure sufficient liquidity for the overall Total Exchange ecosystem. Although there are
numerous digital asset exchanges in the market today, the quality of exchange platforms has not yet reached
the maturity that we expect from global platforms. Furthermore, we believe that the sub-optimal user experience that we observe in most crypto exchanges is due to a lack of technical and operational depth. We look
forward to providing added liquidity, better price discovery and frictionless commerce for digital assets and our
marketplace.
Total Exchange Key Differentiators
Unique, modular technical architecture
Liquidity pool for goods marketplace
Simple, easy-to-use UI
High-performance, low latency
State-of-the-art wallets
Scalable, resilient, fault-tolerant, and highly secure
Compliant with relevant laws within a reasonable time

10.0
Key Metrics in Digital Currencies and Global E-Commerce
Total Exchange is strategically positioning itself within the global digital currencies and e-commerce space for
two primary reasons: (1) cryptocurrencies continue to grow at an unprecedented rate and (2) global e-commerce continues to grow with record sales. Our marketplace vision is to converge e-commerce and digital
currencies for decentralized and efficient cross-border transactions. By building an ecosystem, Total
Exchange users can have an integrated experience of investing, trading and spending digital currencies with
minimal costs and friction.
According to Statis Research, crypto trading volume growth of +50% through 2021, and a further 9% Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) is expected through 2028. Moreover, exchange trading fee growth
realized a 50%+ increase t in 2019, amounting from $2.1 billion in 2017 to well over $3.1 billion in 2018 and
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$4.5 billion in 2019. Despite the recent overcorrection, crypto trading volume is set to overtake U.S. Corporate
Debt trading volume this year and is on track to be ~10% of U.S. Equity trading volume.Currently, the top 20
exchanges account for over 75% of total crypto market trading volume with Binance and BitMex leading all
exchanges.

Crypto Market Cap Continues to Grow
Estimated Cryptoasset Market Capitalization Over Time
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11.0
Global E-commerce Continues Explosive Growth
With the internet’s continued maturation and evolution, digital purchases have become the new normal for
retail commerce. By 2021, over 2 billion online shoppers will be transacting nearly US $4.9 trillion worth of
global commerce. This represents a healthy compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of nearly 15% from
2014-2021. Additionally, mobile commerce makes up 60% of all digital sales, indicating that the burgeoning
space is ripe for disruption by the way of blockchain and cryptocurrency adoption. As blockchain technology is
permeating mainstream commerce, Amazon and similar organizations will soon go through a major disruption
driven by two primary drivers for this transformation: decentralization of monopolies and transactions powered
by digital currencies.

Growth Factors Contributing to Future of Crypto and Goods Commerce
Growing global share of online sales in retail B2C and B2B commerce
Growing need for cross-border commerce as globalization continues
Growing demand for more effective loyalty programs tracking and transparency
Growing demand for new technological solutions supporting efficient transactions
Growing development and mass adoption of blockchain technologies: crypto money, tokens and smart contracts
for products and global service deals

Retail e-commerce sales worldwide from 2014 to 2023
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Ten Largest E-commerce Markets in 2019 (Shopify Research 2019) *
1. China: $740 Billion
2. United States: $561 Billion
3. United Kingdom $93 Billion
4. Japan $87 Billion
5. Germany $77 Billion
6. South Korea $69 Billion

Online shoppers who make
purchases from overseas retailers

7. France $55 Billion
8. Canada $44 Billion
9. Russia $19 Billion
10. Brazil $16 Billion

57%

Worldwide Average

63.4% 55.5%
Europe

Africa

57.9% 54.6%
Asia Pacific

Latin America

12.0
Intersection of E-commerce and Digital Currencies
Although e-commerce is experiencing explosive growth, the current financial system represents the biggest
barrier to its continuous expansion. Global payments in this space need further evolution. Most sales are
processed through traditional credit and debit card methods with high fees for merchants ranging from
2-6%. Moreover, fraudulent chargebacks result in billions of lost revenues for the industry. Total
Exchange’s native TEX token will be the preferred currency of the Total Exchange Platform with 0%
platform fees on transactions. Additionally, we are creating a secure and compliant digital asset exchange
to ensure adequate liquidity for marketplace transactions. Currently, banks act as intermediaries between
buyers and sellers on the internet. That’s not a big problem for users who already shop online. However,
there are many potential consumers who could benefit from online shopping but are unable to open a bank
account or access to banking services. Currently, nearly 2 billion people worldwide do not have a bank
account or access to financial services. Cryptocurrencies can provide hope and financial inclusion for the
“unbanked” population. We are driven to convert this “unbanked” or “underbanked” population to Total
Exchange consumers.
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12.1 Current Issues with Payment Gateways
Majority of global payments and transfer of value happens between direct bank transfers, payment cards
and mobile wallets.

12.2 Direct Bank Transfer (SWIFT, CHIPS, ACH)
To reconcile direct bank transfers, a variety of domestic and international standards are used for direct
transfers between businesses and consumers (also sometimes called “electronic funds transfer”), such as
ACH/IAT, CHIPS, SWIFT, RTGS, Fedwire, BEPS, NEFT, and KFTC. Each of these systems rely on legacy
infrastructure that remains vulnerable to fraud and transaction inefficiencies. Much of the legacy infrastructure and electronic settlement systems have remained unchanged for 40 years with inefficient, clearing and
settlement procedures. Additionally, funds transmitted over SWIFT, Fedwire, CHIPS, and ACH incur daily
costs of approximately $18 billion USD- and increasing!
Settlement time: 3-5 days
Failed transactions:up to 4% because of technical reasons
Transaction costs: $18 billion USD per day
Total Exchange believes that using TexPay backed by blockchain and cryptocurrencies can offer several
enhancements in these systems, namely cryptographically secure transactions, immutability, and reduced
data redundancy.

12.3 Payment Cards (Union Pay, Visa, Mastercard)
The current payment card authorization and settlement framework implemented throughout the United
States and Europe involves the coordination of more than six parties in order to transmit and guarantee
funds. As a result, the payment card network is susceptible to many single points of failure. Additionally,
merchants incur high transaction fees which reportedly are often one of their largest operational costs.
Especially in the last decade, card processing fees have skyrocketed as a result of fraudulent activity as it
relates to chargebacks and higher card benefits demanded by consumers.
Credit Card Fraud: $23 Billion USD in 2018
Identity Theft: 2.8 Million fraudulent accounts created
Transaction fees: 2-6% per transaction

12.4 Mobile Wallets (Alipay, WeChat pay, PayPal)
Third party wallets are becoming increasingly popular payment instruments as users are positively
responding to numerous features and conveniences offered by mobile wallets. Countries such as China
have seen an explosive growth in mobile wallets, but certain limitations continue to persist. Mobile wallet
apps enable the majority of their transactions by proxying an underlying regulated payment instrument,
such as bank account or payment card. But because the underlying financial infrastructure is still
provided by domestic financial institutions, international growth is encumbered by the overhead of
adapting these systems to foreign banks and exchanging currencies.
Transparency and Cost Efficiency: TexPay’s transparency and automation also save both suppliers and
buyers the manual processes of phoning or emailing each other and updating their respective records in
multiple systems.
Fraud Prevention: TexPay uses public, distributed ledgers which serve as a “single source of truth” for
both buyers and suppliers. Blockchain greatly reduces the need for outside verification agencies, settlement risk and makes it easier to track down fraudulent activities.
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13.0
Business-to-Business(B2B) E-Commerce Transformation
According to Statista, the global B2B E-Commerce market valuing at US $1.2 trillion in 2019 is over 6 times that
of the B2C market. Currently, Asia Pacific is leading the way with a market share of almost 80%, leaving North
America and Europe far behind. Amazon Business and Alibaba are the two most prominent players on the
market.With B2B companies now required to be nimble and mimic the B2C shopping experience, a flexible and
interoperable Ecommerce architecture is of primary importance. It is expected that by 2023 total B2B Ecommerce will exceed US $1.8 Trillion.
Amazon, Alibaba, Rakuten, Mercateo, Global Sources, Walmart and IndiaMARTcontinue to expand in the global
B2B eCommerce market. Amazon rebranded its B2B eCommerce operations from AmazonSupply to Amazon
Business in 2015 and achieved sales of over US$1 billion in just a year. Alibaba with a share of about 30% in
China is now expanding its operational base to India, Europe and the U.S. IndiaMart, Mercateo and Rakuten are
the largest B2B eCommerce companies in India, Germany and Japan respectively.
Due to the strain on legacy platforms, which aren’t designed to handle such scale, cloud platform adoption is
picking up for B2B commerce. Additionally, Total Exchange platformis already cloud powered with a unique
web architecture built for speed, scalability and robust performance for next generation of B2B commerce.

13.1 Total Exchange’s TexPay Benefits in B2B Payments
Traditional providers such as Visa, MasterCard and Amex are in an arms race to patent and ship new blockchain
payment technologies. Visa’s B2B Connect allow FinTechs and other financial institutions to build custom
solutions and payment integrations on top of their respective blockchain infrastructure, including smart
contracts and expedited payment settlement to enhance their B2B services. However, such payment networks
are in infancy and will be strictly permissioned networks. TexPay leverages public blockchains such as Bitcoin,
Bitcoin Lightning Network, Litecoin, and Ethereum for faster, frictionless, transparent and secure B2B transactions.
Faster Cross-Border settlement: TexPay cuts centralized intermediaries out of the process, dramatically
speeding up settlement. Unlike banks, which can take up to five business days for cross-border transactions,
the 24/7 availability of the blockchain network supports real-time to next-day fund transfer.
Frictionless IoT payments: TexPay’s future smart contract integration supports automated device-to -device
transactions when certain conditions are met along the supply chain, cutting out traditional invoicing and
payment processes entirely.Integrated with Lightning Network smart contracts and IoT, TexPay aims to be a
leader in micro-transactions between B2B buyers and sellers. Pricing and payment terms are set into the smart
contract, with buyer and seller notified of each transaction upon execution and pushed back to their respective
systems of record with blockchain as the indisputable “master ledger.”
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14.0
Loyalty Program Powered by TEX Token Benefits:
Unlike the existing loyalty systems that give mere points, Total Exchange transfers value into tokens and
credits them directly to the customer’s marketplace account/wallet. The value of the rewards denominated
in cryptocurrency is poised to increase as the Total Exchange ecosystem matures. We are introducing crypto
cash back to incentivize Total Exchange users for all purchases made on our marketplace. This is known to
create a positive feedback loop of potentially increased use and transactions across the ecosystem with
higher consumer and vendor satisfaction. The users will also be receiving regular coupons and offers from
Total Exchange's vendor stores where they made their purchases, additionally incentivizing further transactions and satisfaction.

More flexibility to spend TEX rewards on stores across an integrated platform
Transparent and traceable points converted to token backed by blockchain ledger
Instantly redeemable on platform or the exchange with large pool of products and services
Know the monetary value of TEX rewards to tokens in real time
Possibility of increase in value of TEX rewards as the Total Exchange ecosystem matures
Quick conversion to other digital assets with minimal restrictions on the platform

15.0
Future is Decentralized Commerce Instead of Monopolies
When the democratization of information happened via the web and browsers, Amazon and similar companies
were the clear winners. Companies like Amazon and Alibaba not only survived the dotcom bust but have
thrived in years since. The E-commerce space is dominated by global players with Amazon claiming nearly 80
private labels alone. Present day retailers and manufacturers face tremendous pressure and threat from
monopolistic organizations. Historically, if you look at any industry, whenever a near monopoly emerges, a
new technology emerges and disrupts that respective industry. In 2007, Nokia was the king of mobile
phones. Then came Apple, which was the least expected disruptor. Similarly, when IBM was the king of the
computer industry, Microsoft emerged as the disruptor. We believe the time has now come for blockchain
and Total Exchange to disrupt global e-commerce space. Blockchain technology essentially decentralizes
control and ensures that trust is achieved without the need for a centralized power. It also means greater
transparency and power to vendors and consumers.
As manufacturers, vendors and consumers begin to understand the extreme power of Amazon, public disapproval is bound to grow. We believe this is an opportune time to disrupt the Amazon monopoly. Customers
are becoming more aware of monopolistic powers, and they take a deep interest in knowing the origins of a
product, its sustainability and current organizational practices. Additionally, the monopolistic price control
exerted by online commerce monopolies will be a key differentiator for consumers. This will result in a
shake-up of e-commerce players, and many conventional players may eventually get filtered out. Unfortunately, Amazon is moving all participants towards a future in which the buying and selling of goods occurs not
in an open public market, but on a private platform strictly controlled by Amazon. Single retailer now has the
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power to squeeze suppliers, either driving them out of business or reducing their quality, not only harming
competition but also creating more centralized points of failure. Economic power concentrated to this degree
has historically gone hand in hand with authoritarianism. We believe it’s inevitable that we’re going to see
future antitrust action to check Amazon’s power. In contrast, Total Exchange believes in creating a vibrant
e-commerce future that’s open, competitive, and democratic — one that distributes power, income, and
opportunity widely.

16.0
Total Exchange Cloud Architecture
Total Exchange utilizes Google’s premium tier cloud network. Our architecture is designed to minimize
distance and hops, resulting in faster, more secure global transport of data. We utilize LXD managed hosts
and orchestrated LXC software containers for each site. What this means is that all Total Exchange sites are
housed in their own isolated containers, which have all of the software resources required to run it (Linux,
Nginx, PHP, MySQL). As a result, our architecture delivers high throughput, low latency and robust global
connectivity for global commerce.

Total Exchange Web Architecture

Internet

Computer Engine

Computer Engine

MySQL
NGiNX

LXC Container

User

HHVM

NGiNX

phpfpm
Load Balancer

LXD Host
ZFS Snapshots

17.0
Centralized and Decentralized Exchanges Will Coexist
Fundamentally, exchanges can be broken down by architecture into two main categories: centralized
exchanges (CEX) and decentralized exchanges (DEX). Within each, trading support can be bucketed into fiat
exchanges (that accept fiat currency deposits, like USD, KRW, JPY, EUR) and crypto exchanges, which
support crypto-to-crypto trading only. The Total Exchange platform currently does not support fiat currency
as we further screen and solidify our international banking partners. As per our roadmap, we will also introduce a robust decentralized version of the Total Exchange platform. Decentralized exchanges differ from
centralized exchanges as they enable users to remain in control of their funds by operating their critical functions on the blockchain: they leverage the technology behind cryptocurrencies themselves to enable a safer
and more transparent trading. While there are a number of decentralized exchanges actively trading and
others in various stages of development, they have not yet reached parity with traditional exchanges in terms
of ease-of-use, liquidity, confirmation times, and community adoption. Although DEX volume remains a small
fraction of overall crypto market volume, over the next 2-5 years we expect decentralized exchanges to
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become increasingly competitive with centralized exchanges as user interfaces/experience improve and
liquidity increases. After extensively researching decentralized exchange frameworks and analyzing existing
implementations, we believe significant improvements can be made with Total Exchange by providing users
with a new level of DEX trading experience. We look forward to launching Total Exchange’s decentralized
exchange (dTEX) to capitalize on the emerging and growing DEX platforms and user needs. We believe
Centralized and Decentralized exchanges will coexist in the near future, both complementary and interdependent.

17.1 Digital Asset Exchange Innovative Features and Functionality
Total Exchange Digital Asset Exchange Platform will be the industry's leading exchange platform available
today. The platform is designed and built for performance, scalability, security, with intuitive and an elegant
UX/UI design. Additionally, we provide a secure support for multi-payment gateways and state-of-the-art
wallets. We are very consumer centric and consumer experience will be at the forefront of our overall organizational strategy.
Common issues with current Digital Asset Exchanges:
Inefficient and non-compliant
Built quickly, resulting in technical compromises
Performance issues at high volumes
Not scalable: high latency and down times
Potential security loopholes
Poor user experience
Total Exchange Platform Key Differentiators
Unique, modular technical architecture
Simple, easy-to-use UI
High-performance, low latency
State-of-the-art wallets
Scalable, resilient, fault-tolerant, and highly secure
Compliant with relevant laws within a reasonable time
Ecosystem of Trading, Goods Marketplace and DeFiServices

Total Exchange's cutting-edge platform will contain matching algorithms and an efficient architecture that
is scalable, resilient, fault-tolerant, and highly secure.
Simple to Use Design: Total Exchange’s simple to use UX/UI will consist of state-of-the-art responsive designs, built with ease of use in mind.
Device Compatibility: Total platform will be designed to operate on all popular web browsers and
devices. We will offer apps for iOS and Android, a responsive web design for mobile browsing, and
open REST APIs for exchange to exchange and other trading integrations.
Multilingual support: Total platform will seek to support popular languages to maximize market reach.
Additional languages may be enabled based on demand.
Attentive customer support: Total Exchange’s core proposition focuses on a customer centric platform
experience. Our trading and more important than ever. Many cryptocurrency exchanges launch with
limited customer service model, only to discover that they are unable to handle a sudden influx of users
and support demands. Total Exchange support model is structured to ensure we meet the growing
demands of our platform users with ability to scale support operations efficiently and effectively.
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18.0
Total Exchange Security Standards
All information and transactions are securely transferred between our server pages and clients’ systems.
All passwords stored on Total Exchange are hashed using an effective irreversible hashing technique. The
entire client session management is timed. Similar to banking websites, after each logout of client session,
the session identifier is destroyed
Enterprise-level matching system-Lean design and advanced risk controls
Trading of any digital asset
Support and integration for public and private blockchains
Support for custom digital assets
Advanced & custom APIs
Financial Integrations - Banking, settlement, and payment rails
Multi-language support to attract global clientele
Modular Design - Move and customize widgets on the platform
24/7 Platform - The system never sleeps, support for round-the-clock trading and supervision
Institutional grade throughput and security
Advanced order routing and order lifecycle management
Extremely scalable connectivity and trading engine
Simple and secure authentication for KYC/AML compliance
Continuous Improvement & Updates - Quick support for new assets, modules and integrations

18.1 Total Exchange’s Commitment to Data Privacy
Total Exchange intends to develop privacy policies and practices that strive to protect the privacy rights of
our users. In order to prevent unauthorized access or disclosure, Total Exchange will put in place suitable
physical, electronic and managerial procedures to safeguard and secure user data, which will include,
without limitation, the following standards:
Data will be stored in a secure computing environment protected by secure firewalls to prevent unauthorized access and only people who need to access the purchaser data will be granted access. All team members of Total Exchange will be provided security training and will be required to adhere to a comprehensive
set of security policies, procedures, and standards related to their jobs.
When users use secure areas of the Total Exchange Platform, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol will be
used with 256-bit encryption. This means that all the information sent between the user’s computers and
the Total Exchange’s secure computer environment will be encrypted so that it cannot be read in transit.
Secure areas of the site will have a time-out feature. If users leave a secure session inactive for some time,
the site will time-out to prevent unauthorized access.

18.2 Security, Safety and Integrity
Our highest responsibility as a digital asset exchange is to ensure that the funds of our customers safe and
secure from both external and internal malicious attackers and other security threats. We intend to follow
industry standard practices to build and operate a secure system. The exchange uses 2FA, requiring
manual intervention for deposits/withdrawals over unusually high limits, while using the best industry
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practices and libraries for authentication to protect our trading community. Total Exchange mitigates the risk of
an internal threat by having the right process and procedures defined. These procedures are inclusive of segregation of duties with clear roles and responsibilities for all team members, enforcing multiple signatures for
critical actions, keeping the credentials for various environments isolates, masking of data prior to cloning
production environment into a test environment etc.
External threats are mitigated by using component isolation, running them on separate machines and VLAN’s
with different credentials. Circuit breakers and appropriate alert mechanisms are put in place for any breach of
thresholds such as low balances, high transactions, and any unusual oddity to the platform. Additionally, we also
incorporate encryption, air-gaps, and real time AI based monitoring to our trading platform.

18.3 Total Exchange Security Framework
Here are four key foundational practices that we intend to follow to ensure the highest security standards:
a. Secure Development Lifecycle (SDLC)
Building a secure platform requires proper implementation of industry standard and we believe that the
best SDL practices should be introduced at the start of platform development. Best practices such as
threat modeling and STRIDE analysis, static code analysis (SAST), dynamic code analysis (DAST), and
penetration testing are just a few of the steps that are part of our development lifecycle. This ensures our
team is able to detect and eliminate any implementation-related security issues during development.
b. Leverage Industry-Standard Encryption
Total exchange intends to use the encryption standards recommended by NIST publications such as
(AES-256, SHA256/SHA3) and never use any proprietary encryption schemes. All in-flight data, including internal traffic, will be over encrypted channels. In most crypto-exchange systems, TLS is terminated
at the load balancer and the traffic is in clear over the internal network. This, however, presents a higher
risk of being impacted by malicious internal applications.
All sensitive data at rest will be encrypted using AES-256-bit encryption
All data in transit will use TLS 1.2 and will be hosted withExtra Validationcertificates
All passwords/keys/passphrases will be stored using one-way hashes (SHA3)
c. Operational Security
We live in a digital world where attackers look to exploit system vulnerabilities. Total Exchange operations will follow all the basics such as system hardening (avoiding open ports, avoiding weak/default
passwords, patch management, etc.) and no single point of failure, and in addition build an in-depth
architecture of defense. We intend to put security measures at every layer of the platform, all the way
from the network boundary to the VMs and containers where the software runs. This will ensure that
even if one layer is breached, it does not result in the loss of sensitive data. We will also keep the majority of funds offline in cold storage to reduce the risk of being hacked.
d. Compliance Security
Internal malicious actors are a huge risk to any crypto exchange. At Total Exchange Platform will implement strict security measures to maintain separation of concerns. We also intend to put access and
audit controls in place to prevent Total Exchange employees from having unlimited and untracked
access to any customer data. Strong audit, tight access control and policy governance will be used to
manage the internal risks. All data at rest will be encrypted. Users will be required to have two-factor
authentication enabled. Moreover, highly sensitive data will be protected using sharded encryption
keys, so no single employee can access the data. Total Exchange intends to be the most trustworthy
exchange in the industry. In order to achieve this, we will internally implement policies which are in line
with privacy and security regulations such as GLBA, PCI-DSS and ISO-27001. We intend to work
aggressively to conduct audits to receive these certifications
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19.0
The Road to Regulatory Compliance
We look forward to working directly with government agencies to help pave the way for mass adoption and
legitimacy. In order for cryptocurrencies and digital assets to become widely accepted, it is the duty of the
platforms that are trading these assets to lead with integrity and follow the applicable global securities laws.
It is our belief that many exchanges operating today will either be shut down or forced to halt trading until
they comply with regulatory measures in the near future. Total Exchange intends to retain veteran legal
consultants that specializes in compliance and plans to work diligently to ensure that Total Exchange meets
future compliance standards.

20.0
Ensuring Liquidity for TEX Tokens
Liquidity, the degree to which an asset or security can be quickly bought or sold in the market without
affecting the asset's price, has often been a topic of theoretical and academic research.
Three components of market liquidity:
Tightness is the bid-ask spread
Depth is the volume of transactions necessary to move prices
Resiliency is the speed with which prices return to equilibrium following a large trade.
Total Exchange has a multi-pronged approach to driving liquidity. We have partnered with other exchanges
to combine the volume of their exchanges with ours. We have also partnered with one of the leading market
makers in the industry to create consistent market liquidity in order to maintain price stability and favorable
trading conditions.

20.1 TEX Liquidity Pool
Crypto assets can be volatile, and the market price of TEX can depend on the general market conditions
and expectations. Since TEX token can be used as payment on Tex Market, it is important that the token’s
price volatility is minimal with sufficient liquidity. In order to provide for this liquidity and mitigate the market
fluctuations, a Tex Uniswap Liquidity Pool will be created. This enables buying and selling of TEX and
adjusts the market demand and supply as the token rate fluctuates during a trade’s lifecycle. The special
liquidity smart contract will hold a reserve of TEX tokens and ETH, initially supplied by the Total Exchange
Foundation. Behind the scenes, the Tex Liquidity Pool on Uniswap is an automated market maker in the
form of a smart contract that automatically matches traders’ buy and sell orders based on predefined
parameters. Traders do not need to be matched directly with other traders, so as long as investors have
deposited assets into the pool, liquidity is constant. Alternatively, on order book exchanges, market makers
need to constantly adjust their bids and asks as asset prices move. Unsurprisingly, market makers tend to
be professionals who have the time and expertise to actively manage their market making strategies, often
non-favorable to retail traders. Tex Liquidity Pool does not need to aggregate information across exchanges to determine the price of assets. Liquidity providers simply deposit their assets into the Tex Liquidity
Pool and the smart contract takes care of the pricing. Tex Liquidity Pool requires no listing fees, KYC, or
other barriers characteristic of centralized exchanges. Anyone can invest in an existing liquidity pool or
create a new exchange pair for any token, at any time.

20.2 Referral Program

We are making it easy for users to refer a friend to Total Exchange. Through our robust referral program,
customers who refer a new user will receive $5 in TEX tokens. New referrals will receive full marketplace
access and introductory commission free trading for one month
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21.0
Tokenized Assets Platform (TAP)
Total Exchange’s Asset Tokenization Platform will allow issuers to turn traditional assets into tokens to
provide a variety of benefits including greater liquidity, dividend distribution, faster settlement times, and
secure compliance for accredited investors.

Benefits of Tokenized Assets Platform in Global Assets
Broader Investors base: Tokenization of assets on the blockchain increases liquidity by fractional
ownershipby institutions and retail investors, both compliantly and securely.
Broader Geographic reach: Blockchains are global, opennetworks that enable exchange of value and
commerce. Our hybrid, public/private platform enables global investor reach with benefits of public
blockchain while adhering to KYC/AML compliance policies.
Reduced Settlement Time: Reduce transaction times by permitting 24x7 trading in secondary markets,
and as smart contracts triggered by predefined parameters can instantaneously complete transactions.
This can reduce counterparty risk during the transaction and reduces the possibility of trade breaks.
Robust Infrastructure Upgrade: Majority of asset classes suffer from legacy infrastructure, data silos
and overall lack of digitization of crucial documents. Our platform digitizes these assets on a blockchain
infrastructure that drivesoverall efficiency cost reduction.
Decreased Reconciliation Costs: Blockchain’s digital ledger holds the “golden” record of all transactions while driving efficiencies in administrative tasks such as profit sharing, voting rights distribution,
buy-backs etc.
Improved asset-liability management: Asset tokenization improves the ability to manage asset-liability
risk through accelerated transactions, increased liquidity and improved transparency.

21.1 Multi-Asset Tokenization Platform:
Total Exchange strongly believes Real Estate and Securities are the most prominent use cases for asset
tokenization with additional focus on use cases such as commodities, fine art and investment funds.
Securities: Approved clients can create issue and launch their own security tokens that pay dividends,
share profits, pay interest or invest in other tokens already launched on the Tokenized Assets Platform.
Clients are able to turn traditional securities into compliant, regulated token offerings.
Real Estate: Traditionally illiquid real estate assets will have more liquidity asretail investors will have
access to fractional ownership of tokenized assets. Illiquid assets that are too costly to trade such as real
estate will gain greater liquidity through tokenization.
Commodities: Platform clients can transform physical assets into tradable digital assets in a market with
greater liquidity and lower barrier to entry inasset classes traditionally dominated by institutional investors.
Fine Art: Our Platform enables retail investors to gain access to the fine arts market and artists an opportunity to benefit from their artwork as equitableinvestments. Artists can now have control over the fate and
streamof revenues of their artwork throughfractional ownership of tokens.
Investment Funds: Rather than waiting for a return on a fund, Platform issuers can tokenize intereston
funds and make that interest tradeable. Investors can also enter andexit in multiple ventures on behalf of
the fund and still get the portfolioeffect by trading based on the fund's net asset value. Investors nowhave
the option to sell their stakes after a shorter time period.
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21.2 Total Exchange Tokenized Assets Platform Features:
Admin Portal: Clients can manage and onboard accredited investors, token issuers, and crowdsales.
Token Issuance: Modern interface for token inputs, smart contracts, ERC-20 generation, offering types,
token supply, and more.
Blockchain Settlement: Blockchain powered settlement system, trade reconciliation, peer to peer and
interbroker settlement tools.
Investment Management: Browse direct offerings, investment profiles, deal rooms, peer-to-peer transactions, and off-platform transfers.
KYC and Compliance: Automated vetting for registered users by industry leading KYC/AML firms across
regulated jurisdictions.
Secondary Trading Network: Global liquidity access for network tokens on secondary markets. Tokens
can be traded by accredited investors via multiple platforms.

22.0
Total Exchange’s Management Team
The core management, operations and advisory team of Total Exchange consists of E-commerce, Finance
and Technology professionals with profound knowledge in global commerce, payments and regulations. Our
team is led by Bobby Singh, an entrepreneur with over 11 years of experience as technologist and consultant
to multinational organizations. Mr. Singh is also founder of Luxury Ledger, a blockchain startup delivering
anti-counterfeit and supply chain solutions for brands. Collectively, our team is committed in leveraging both
projects to further accelerate blockchain and cryptocurrency adoption in global commerce.
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23.0
Risk Factors
THIS SECTION ON RISK FACTORS IS NOT AND DOES NOT PURPORT TO BE A COMPLETE ENUMERATION OR EXPLANATION OF THE RISKS INVOLVED WITH THE PURCHASE OF TEX Token. THERE MAY
BE ADDITIONAL MATERIAL RISKS THAT THE DIRECTORS DO NOT CURRENTLY CONSIDER TO BE
MATERIAL OR OF WHICH THE DIRECTORS ARE NOT AWARE. THE FOLLOWING THEREFORE HIGHLIGHTS CERTAIN RISKS TO WHICH THE COMPANY IS SUBJECT TO AND WHICH THE COMPA- NY
WISHES TO ENCOURAGE PURCHASER TO DISCUSS WITH THEIR OWN PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS.
Prospective TEX Token purchasers should conduct such independent investigation and analysis regarding
this Company, the TEX Token and all other relevant market and economic factors as they deem appropriate to fully evaluate the merits and risk of their purchase.
The Company and its Directors disclaim any responsibility to advise purchasers of TEX Token of the risk
and considerations associated with the purchase of TEX Token as they exist at the date hereof or from
time to time hereinafter.
Each prospective purchaser of any TEX Token must determine, based on his/her own independent review
and such professional advice (including, without limitation, tax, accounting, credit, legal and regulatory
advice) as it deems appropriate, that the purchase of TEX Token is appropriate and suitable for it, notwithstanding the clear and substantial risks inherent with the purchase of TEX Token.
You should consult with your own legal, regulatory, tax, business, investment, financial and accounting
professional advisors to the extent that you deem it necessary, and make your own decisions including
decisions regarding the suitability of this purchase based upon your own judgement and upon advice from
such professional advisors as you deem necessary and not upon any view expressed by any party mentioned in this Whitepaper.
The purchaser of a TEX Token should be capable of evaluating the merits and risks of such a purchase and
should have sufficient resources to be able to bear any losses that may result from such a purchase.
Prospective purchasers of TEX Token should be aware that the value of TEX Token may go down as well
as up and that they may or may not be able to realize their purchase amount on the secondary market (if
there is any).
Forward looking statements
Certain statements in this Whitepaper constitute “forward looking statements” that are used on the beliefs
of the Directors and reflect their current expectations. When used in this Whitepaper or in any of the Company’s material, the words “estimate”, “project”, “believe”, “anticipate”, “intend”, “expect”, “plan”, “predict”,
“may”, “might”, “could”, “should”, “would”, “will”, the negative of these words or such other variations thereon or comparable terminology are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Such statements
reflect the views of the Directors at the time the statements are made with respect to future events based
on information available at that time and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual
results to differ materially from those contemplated in those forward-looking statements. The Directors
assume no obligation to update or revise these statements to reflect current information, events, or
circumstances, including changes in any risks or uncertainties that may impact them.
Early Stage Companies
Many risks and uncertainties affect start-up and early stage companies, which often have very limited
operating history, profits or cash flow. There can be no assurance of the success of such enterprises. Their
potential must be considered in light of the problems, expenses, difficulties, complications and delays
frequently encountered in connection with new or developing businesses, including technology risks,
unproven business models, untested plans, uncertain market acceptance, competition and lack of revenues and financing.
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The technological fields and markets that many start-up and early stage companies address have undergone and are expected to continue to undergo rapid and significant change. Rapid technological developments may result in the technology of companies becoming obsolete, uneconomical or uncompetitive
before any commercial success or financial return can be achieved. Numerous other risks may affect
developing companies and ventures, including risks that products or services will be found to be ineffective, unreliable, unsafe or uncompetitive and risks that such companies' technologies, products or service
will not achieve market acceptance or penetration. Market acceptance of new products, services or technologies depends on many factors and uncertainties and cannot be assured.
Start-up and early stage companies may compete with entities that have established businesses, relationships and positions in the market and that have much more substantial financial, business, technological,
marketing and distribution assets, operations and resources. There can be no assurance that any developing company will be able to compete successfully with more established companies.
These companies may be overly dependent on the vision, skill and leadership of a single or limited number
of executives. In a start-up business, the loss or disability of a key person(s) can result in significant financial hardship, in some cases the failure of the company. More than other businesses, start-ups are highly
dependent on the skills and contributions of very few key employees.
Any projections, forecasts, plans or other forward-looking statements are subject to numerous risks,
uncertainties, changing circumstances and other factors that could cause actual results, performance,
plans, prospects, operations and opportunities to differ materially from any forward-looking statements,
including competition, inability to identify and do business with appropriate customers, existing and future
law and regulations, liabilities under the securities laws, inability to hire, retain or qualify sufficient management and staff, general economic conditions, rapid technological change, cost overruns, delays in
bringing products or services to market, marketing failures, difficulty in penetrating markets, delays or
failures in developing anticipated capabilities, products or services, failure to obtain necessary regulatory
approvals, insufficient funding, lack of availability of capital, rates of economic growth, levels of consumer
and business spending, conditions in the technology and financial industries, dependence on strategic
partners and business relationships, unproven business models, adverse developments affecting customers and end-users, fluctuations in securities markets and valuations, limited marketing, expansion risks,
losses and costs, uncertain revenues and profitability, conditions in particular industries, accounting problems, costs, delays and liabilities arising from legal proceedings, failure to obtain and maintain intellectual
property or proprietary rights and management failures.
Ethereum Network
The TEX Token is a part of the Ethereum network. If problems related to the Ethereum network normal
functionality arise, this may affect the TEX Token functionality and may adversely affect the Company and
the value of the TEX Token. Therefore, any malfunction, unplanned function or unexpected operation of
the Ethereum protocol may cause the TEX ecosystem or TEX to malfunction or operate in a way that is not
expected. Ether, the native Ethereum Protocol account unit may itself lose value in a similar way to TEX,
and also in other ways. For more information on the Ethereum protocol, see http://www.ethereum.org. Any
error in the smart contract may lead to the loss.
As with other decentralized cryptographic tokens and crypto-currencies, the Ethereum blockchain used
for the ecosystem is vulnerable to mining attacks, including but not limited to, dual-expense attacks,
powerful mining attacks, selfish mining attacks, and critical competition attacks. Any successful attack
poses a risk to the software and the expected performance and sequencing of Ethereum contract calculations. Despite the best efforts of the team, the risk of known or new mining attacks exists.
Crypto-currencies and cryptographic tokens are a cutting-edge, untested technology. In addition to the
risks stipulated above, there are other risks that the Total Exchange team cannot predict. Risks may also
occur as unanticipated combinations or as changes in the risks stipulated herein.
THE FOREGOING RISK FACTORS DO NOT PURPORT TO BE A COMPLETE EXPLANATION OF THE
RISKS INVOLVED WITH THE COMPANY AND THE TEX Token.
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Total Exchange: https://total.exchange
TEX Marketplace: https://market.total.exchange
Total Exchange Blog: https://blog.total.exchange
TEX Token Sale: https://ieo.total.exchange/register
Tex Staking: https://staking.total.exchange/

